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Introduction

The questions of change have captured the interest of many researchers, historians and sociologists. The issue of change, which basically deals with development and civilization, has become a matter of great concern to the Muslim scholars since the fourteenth century as Ibn Khaldūn (1332–1406 CE) discussed a pattern in the changes that occur in human social and political organization.1 There have been a few attempts by modern Muslim scholars, who are interested in the Muslim sociological theories as opposed to the western sociological concepts such as Dawūd Rosser-Owen, Ja‘far Sheikh Idrīs and Zahīd Parvez, to discuss the classical Muslim theories of change.

Fred McGraw Donner argues that the Muslim conquests had a profound change on the near East and on the general course of world history.2 Therefore, in order to understand the Muslim concept of change, the researcher decided to examine social, religious and political changes in Islamic Jerusalem in the early Muslim period, particularly during the first Muslim
conquest (637 CE) till the end of the Umayyads period (750 CE). This period seems very crucial to be explored, as it commenced the starting point of the Muslim era in ruling Islamic Jerusalem. Indeed, Islamic Jerusalem is a significant region with a unique value for all the millions of people of different religious persuasions who believe it to be their very own sacred place. Islamic Jerusalem is a symbol and centre of inspiration for the three great Semitic religions of Judaism, Christianity and Islam.

Theoretical Framework of the Muslim Concept of Change

Although the question of change has become a matter of great concern to the Muslim scholars since the fourteenth century, the researcher has found very few materials elaborated in comprehensive approach regarding the topic. Most of the sources found discuss very brief about Muslim concept of change. Therefore, the researcher seeks to examine; what is the definition of Muslim concept of change? What instruments of change are Muslimally permitted? Why there are needs for the change? What means of change are appropriate?

Definition of Change

Dawūd Rosser-Owen defines the Muslim concept of change as salāhah, which means, ‘being ameliorated.’³ According to him, salāhah contains four elements corresponding to the level of operation. These elements are tajdīd, tajaddud, islāh and tabaddul."
Tajdid (renewal) operates at the level of the individual and his close associates. Tajdid is the means of renewing the adherence to the path and thereby enabling further advance. It is operable also with regard to those for whom one is responsible such as one’s children and brothers. Thus it is the process of renewal of the pristine form of Islam and fitrah (natural constitution) within the individual and his close associates.

Tajaddud also means renewal or regeneration. It is a collateral form of tajdid. It acts upon the fact of the institutions of society, and these cannot be tinkered with by unaware. Insight (firāsah), vision (basīrah) and ‘inspiration’ (ilhām) are essential for the task. Thus, tajaddud is ‘the process of tajdid performed within the group or society. It requires the presence of a mujaddid and its effect is twofold – locally and internationally – within the ummah. These two effects may occur simultaneously or there may be a time lapse between them.

Tabaddul means transformation or substitution. It is the transformation of existing institutions, cultures, or norms of a community in order to make them compatible with the Muslim vision. Where that is impossible their substitution – or compatible ones, tabaddul may be partial, or total.

Islāh means correction or amelioration. It is the restoring of a community to the right path. Where the community is disunited, this means bringing it to the right path, which emphasize on unifying divided groups to become a cohesive community. Any competent person or group could be muslih that is corrector or ameliorator.
Rosser-Owen’s definition seems acceptable, however the researcher argues that it seems more appropriate to include the fifth element to be contained in the definition of change, which is *ibdāʾ* (innovation). *Ibdāʾ* literally means innovation and improvement. It is initiating changes in the community by introducing something in a new way, which is not having been or existed before and not after the similitude of anything pre-existing. For example, a chief executive officer initiates changes in his company by introducing a distinguished new company credo towards improving organizational effectiveness and efficiency. This kind of credo is a new innovation that could also be regarded as a change since it never being introduced before and not similar with anything preceding.

Objectives and Vision

The researcher observes that to develop the vision of Muslim change, it seems essential to examine major Muslim objectives in introducing change as follows:

Preserving Human Dignity and Freedom

Indeed, the Muslim concept of change aims to preserve human dignity, freedom and equality, which comprises principles of the concept of human’s vicegerency. From Muslim viewpoint, the concept of vicegerency is comprehensive in its meaning and implications as it provides a number of values for shaping social life and clarifies the status of human beings and their position in relation to the rest of creation.
Islam subscribes to the view that human nature is pure and good. Human has been created in the best of forms and everyone is born in a state of purity and innocence. The Qur'an is explicit on the dignity of man and the high esteem that God Almighty has bestowed on the progeny of Adam. Allâh says, “We have bestowed dignity on the progeny of Adam... and conferred on them special favours, above a great part of Our creation.” (17:70) According to al-Alusî, “everyone and all members of the human race, including the pious and the sinner, are endowed with dignity, nobility and honour, which cannot be exclusively expounded and identified.” Ibn cAbbâs has commented, however, that Allâh has honoured mankind by endowing him with the faculty of reason⁶.

Sayyid Qutb and Mustafâ al-Sibâ‘î argue that dignity is a natural right of every individual. The progeny of Adam have been honoured, not for their personal attributes, status in society, racial or tribalism distinctions, but for the fact that they are human beings. “Dignity is therefore the absolute right of everyone.”⁷ Kamâlî argues that the dignity of man is manifested in his freedom of conscience, moral autonomy and judgement.⁸ The Qur’ân overrides compulsion, which contravenes dignity, even in the acceptance and rejection of Islam itself: “There shall be no compulsion in religion” (2:256) is the clarion call and motto of the Qur’ân. Thus, invitation to the faith and da‘wah must conform to the spirit of sincere advice and dignified persuasion.
In fact, one of the manifestations of personal liberty is the freedom of the individual to profess the religion of his or her own choice without compulsion. The individual must also have freedom to observe and practice his or her faith without fear of interference from others. Freedom of religion in its Muslim context thus implies that non-Muslims are not compelled to convert to Islam, nor are they hindered from practicing their own religious rites. Both Muslims and non-Muslims are entitled to practice their own religion and to defend it against attack or seditious provocation, regardless of whether such an attack is launched by their coreligionists or another group.\(^9\)

Shad Saléem Farūqī argues that Muslim theory supports the idea of rights and fundamental rights. The rulers are supposed to rule through consultation. Implicit in the right to be consulted is the right to disagree with the governors, to give sincere advice, to exercise personal reasoning and to express an opinion. In Muslim political theory, human rights have been given an honorable place and it is noteworthy that not only political but also socio-economic rights have been given legitimacy.\(^{10}\) The poor, the orphan, the widow and the needy have rights to state protection irrespective of their religion. In short, Muslim change aims to preserve human dignity and freedom in status and rights for all individuals and members of the community.

**Justice and Equality**

Establishing justice was the main mission of the Prophets of Allāh. Muslims are urged in the Qur’ān to live with
justice and to carry on this prophetic mission in the world. Ibn Qayyim argues, “Justice is the supreme goal and objective of Islam. Allāh has sent scriptures and messengers in order to establish justice among people... Any path that leads to justice is an integral part of the religion and can never be against it.”

In many places in the Qur’ān Allāh reminded the believers and urged them to uphold justice for all people and under all circumstances. Allāh says, “O ye who believe! Stand out firmly for justice, as witnesses to Allāh, even as against yourselves, or your parents, or your kin, and whether it be (against) rich or poor... if ye distort (justice) or decline to do justice, verily Allāh is well-acquainted with all that ye do.” (4:135)

Islam teaches that Muslims should be just in every aspect of their life, to all people and things and at all times. The opposite of justice in Islam is not only injustice, but also oppression and corruption. The Prophet Muhammad was deeply concerned about justice as he grew up in a society with widespread inequities and oppression. Indeed, this central aim of his message became the core of his soteriology, and he dealt with the problems of his day with uprightness, balance and fairness. Therefore, the objective of Muslim change enjoins that all citizens, irrespective of their race, colour or religious beliefs, be treated justly. No one should be discriminated against, abused and exploited in any way.

Generally, the Muslim Shari‘ah applies equally to both Muslim and non-Muslim citizens in the sphere of public law and material affairs, but non-Muslims are free to follow their own
laws and traditions in religious and customary matters that may be said to be closely associated with religion, such as marriage and divorce.\textsuperscript{13} As for the question of equality before courts of justice, the evidence in the \textit{Sunnah} is supportive of the equality of non-Muslims. The Prophet has emphasised in more than one \textit{hadith} the equal rights of litigants to a fair hearing and trial. Kamâlî quotes one \textit{hadith}, which the Prophet said to ʿAlî ibn Abî Tâlib, on the latter’s departure as judge to the Yemen, “When the litigants appear before you, do not decide for one until you hear the other. It is more likely that by doing so, the reasons for a judgement will become clear to you.”\textsuperscript{14}

Combining both major objectives mentioned above, it could be derived a clear vision regarding the Muslim concept of change. Therefore, the researcher argues that the vision of Muslim change is ‘progressive’ as it exerts efforts to change people’s condition from any false domination towards establishing a just and better communal life based on the guidance of Allah.

\textbf{Muslim Methodology for Change}

The researcher intends to examine the methodology for introducing change that could be derived from Islamic sources. It seems important as it translates the Muslim framework into its practical components and offers a broad strategy for change. To summarise the Muslim methodology of change, the researcher is inclined to highlight four major components that arise from the Qur’ânic verses and the Prophetic methodology of change; an
organised movement, striving for change, gradual change and establishment of just society.

**An Organised Movement**

Allâh says, “And hold fast, all together, by the rope which Allâh (stretches out for you), and be not divided among yourselves…” (3:103) Undoubtedly, building a structured, cohesive and disciplined movement was a major component of the work of all the Prophets. Ibn Khaldûn argues that the power to change can only be attained through a group because aggressive and defensive strength is obtained only through group feeling. In addition, the researcher argues that this component is very important, as the whole efforts for change will become more integrated, co-ordinated and hence effective. People will also be able to unite their human and material resources, which enable them to increase the social, religious and political capacity of the movement. As a result, it will optimise the effectiveness and efficiency of the actions for change.

**Striving for Change**

Allâh says, “As for those who strive hard in Our cause, We will surely guide them to Our paths. And verily Allâh is with the good-doers.” (29:69) According to ā'Abd al-Hamîd Siddîqî the word jîhâd is derived from the verb ja-ha-da that means ‘he exerted himself’. Another derivative of the word is juhdun meaning ‘exertion’ or ‘striving’. So, literally jîhâd
means exertion, striving or struggle to be fully committed to one's obligations to Allāh and the Prophet's Sunnah in all aspects of life; but in juridico-religious sense, it signifies the exertion of one's power to the utmost of one's capacity in the cause of Allāh. Siddīqī argues that this is why the word *jihād* has been used as the antonym to the word *Quṣūd* (sitting) in the Holy Qur'ān (4:95). Thus, *jihād* in Islam is not an act of violence directed indiscriminately against the non-Muslims; it is the name given to an all-round struggle, which a Muslim should initiate against evil in whatever form or shape it appears. *Qītāl fī sabīlillāh* (fighting in the way of Allāh) is only one aspect of *jihād*. Even this *qītāl* in Islam is not an act of mad brutality. It has its material and moral functions. According to Muhammad Sharīf Chaudhry, the word *jihād* has been used by the Qur'ān to signify different meanings in different situations, right from earning of livelihood to fighting against the enemy. But the keynote remains the same; the exertion or striving undertaken to achieve an objective.16

In addition, the researcher argues that *jihād* moulds a positive, proactive and highly competent individual as he or she behaves well, acts sincerely within the confines of religion without regard for criticism or threats from others. As *jihād* also denotes strategic and organised action, it seems very crucial in commencing Muslim change. All the Prophets had striven against unjust powers and immoral practices. Likewise, Muslims are also required to do so. Parvez argues that simply sitting in mosques and praying all day long without any practical efforts can never lead to much positive change in the society.17 In short,
the researcher argues that Muslims need to strive for change, enhanced with a clear vision, practical agenda and strong commitment towards establishing just society.

**Implementing Change Gradually**

Introducing change is a very hard task as humans grow to be set in their beliefs, thoughts and leading practices, customs and traditions become part of their life. Indeed, it will necessitate a great deal of patience, hard effort and durable works to change those possessions. Hence, keeping human nature in mind, all the Prophets of Allāh strove according to the set priorities of Islam and commenced change gradually so that it could become firm in people’s hearts and minds. As a priority, they endeavoured to stimulate and advise their people by drawing attention to injustices and wrongs that were rooted in social life. The Prophets invited them to God’s way by appealing to them in rational and persuasive way.

“Aisha, the wife of the Prophet Muhammad expresses the importance of keeping the priority set and introducing change gradually in the following hadīth; “Aisha said (about the Qur’ān), the first thing to be revealed was a chapter which mentioned paradise and hell (i.e. matters of faith). When people embraced Islam, the verses regarding legal and illegal things were revealed. If the first thing to be revealed was ‘Don’t drink alcohol’ people would have never given it up, and if ‘don’t have illicit sex’ was revealed, they would have never given up adultery and fornication.”
Once people begin to respond to Muslim values and ideas, the door to change is opened. Yet, even at this stage, change should be manoeuvred in gradually. If it rushes in, it could have a negative impact on individual or society that is being changed. The more hurriedly a change is introduced, the more short-lived it generally turns out to be. Parvez adds that as a priority, people should be given time to understand the projected changes and to reshape their lives according to them. Time must be allocated to disperse doubts, to adjust life-styles, to learn new practices and to adapt to change. Thus, the researcher argues that introducing change in hurry can backfire and perhaps result in greater social turmoil, and may cause unnecessary resistance.

Establishment of Just Society

Allah says, “The same religion has He established for you as that which He enjoined on Noah - the which We have sent by inspiration to thee - and that which We enjoined on Abraham, Moses, and Jesus: Namely, that ye should remain steadfast in religion, and make no divisions therein…” (42:13). The establishment of a just society based on Allah’s guidance is the final major component of the Muslim methodology of change. The Prophet Muhammad actually succeeded in establishing a just society based on Allah’s guidance in Madinah. While conceding the value of courage and other virtues, he felt the need to assert Muslim values and principles to counter cruelty and harshness till they were instituted in all spheres and systems of life during his lifetime.
In other words, once a Muslim government properly formed, it should focus direct its concentration towards addressing the affairs of society and formulate effective solutions to all problems in the light of the Muslim guidance. This phase of the method encompasses the enjoining of moral and reasonable practices, establishing good traditions, and fair social, political and economic policies in society for the benefit of all citizens.23

Patterns of Change

By analysing Muslim sciences such as history, jurisprudence, Hadīth and Qur'anic studies, the researcher has come with several patterns of Muslim changes. The researcher attempts to discuss those patterns as follows:

Routine Change

This pattern of change is common and may also be called regular change. For instance, besides building a mosque, Muslims also built a house for the Prophet. While the mosque was being erected, the Prophet stayed in the house of Abū Ayyub Khalīd Ibn Zayd al-Ansarī. When the mosque was completed, they built on one side of it living quarters for the Prophet. These operations did not over-tax anyone, for the two structures were utterly simple and economical. Haykal describes more detailed about the mosque, which “consisted of a vast courtyard whose four walls were built out of bricks and mud. A part of it was covered with a ceiling made from date trunks and
leaves. Another part was devoted to shelter the poor who had no home at all. The mosque was not lit during the night except for an hour at the time of the night prayer.”

The living quarters of the Prophet were no more luxurious than the mosque although they seem more closed in order to give a measure of privacy. Then, Prophet Muhammad left the house of Abū Ayyub and moved into the new quarters upon completion of the construction. In short, the researcher argues that this pattern of change seems common to any single individual as the accommodation is regarded amongst human needs. Thus, building houses upon migration could be classified as routine change.

**Innovative Change**

Muhammad Rājih Jadīan states that among the 1200 martyrs in the battle of Yamamah, were those who memorizing the Qurʾān. ʿUmar Ibn al-Khattāb thought deeply about the implication if wars continued and more such people were killed. He reached into a conclusion that the Qurʾān must be compiled into one volume to ensure its preservation. Then, ʿUmar went to the Caliph Abū Bakr and discussed his idea with him. Abū Bakr seems reluctant to accept the idea at the beginning because the Prophet had not approved it. However, after a lengthy discussion, Abū Bakr was convinced that ʿUmar was right and immediately commissioned for Zayd Ibn Thābit to compile the Qurʾān into one volume.

Indeed, Abū Bakr's compilation of the Qurʾān remarked an innovative change as it had guaranteed the existence of the
Qur’ān to be read, studied and referred even for the generation in the future centuries. Besides depending to the ‘Huffaz’, Muslims could also refer to the compiled version of the Qur’ān in dealing with disputes and disagreements among them regarding the issues in their daily life. Many people also regarded his compilation as his most significant feat, more significant even than the wars of apostasy and the conquest of Iraq and Syria. ʿAlī Ibn Abī Tālib says, “May Allāh have mercy upon Abū Bakr! He is worthy of being superbly rewarded, because he was unique in compiling the Qur’ān.”

In the contemporary context, the establishment of Islamicjerusalem Studies could be a good example for innovative change. In fact, history of Islamicjerusalem has suffered distortion, falsification and alteration for years. According to El-ʿAwaisī, most of the historical researches related to the history of Islamicjerusalem before the Muslim conquest, are limited to biblical and orientalist studies. Due to the orientalists’ efforts to underestimate the relevance of the Qur’ān and Hadīth to the thinking of the Muslims, the pioneer of Islamicjerusalem Studies, ʿAbd al-Fattāḥ El-ʿAwaisī endeavours to innovate a new field of enquiry, which offers a Muslim reference to the Islamic perspectives on Islamicjerusalem. Islamicjerusalem Studies focuses mainly on Islamic sources such as the Holy Qur’ān and Hadīth of the Prophet as well as the commentaries on them, Islamic jurisprudence, Muslim historical sources and also secondary sources. Undoubtedly, the discipline, which properly designed has performed an innovative
change with strong potential to create positive development in academia.

**Immediate Change**

Crimes of robbery represent the most serious crimes against property, and these, in turn, are considered to be the worst because of their evil purpose and adverse consequences. In most cases this crime will lead to other crimes like homicide, to the extent that some robbers may kill close friends or family during commission of the serious offence.

The punishment for this crime is in the *hadd* category. As is stated in the Qur’ân, “The punishment of those who wage war against Allâh and His Messenger, and strive with might and main for mischief through the land is execution, or crucification, or the cutting off of hands and feet from opposite sides, or exile from the land…” (5:33)

This punishment could be regarded as immediate change as it was executed immediately after the revelation of the above verse on the eight men of the tribe of ʿUkl, who were caught because they killed the shepherd that sent by the Prophet to accompany them, and even drove away the camels. He commanded about them, and (thus) their hands and feet were cut off and their eyes were gouged and then they were thrown in the sun, until they died. The Prophet commanded about them, and (thus) their hands and feet were cut off and their eyes were gouged and then they were thrown in the sun, until they died. In short, immediate change refers to the time factor in introducing and implementing the change.
Radical Change

With regard to the effect of change, there is a radical pattern of change, which denotes remarkable impact following the efforts to initiate changes. For instance, during the occasion of the pilgrimage in the twelfth year of Prophethood, which attended by the group of twelve disciples comprised five of the six who had met the Prophet on the previous year, the First ā’Aqabah Pledge was concluded. It was related that ē’Ubadah Ibn al-Sāmit said: “The Messenger of God accepted our pledge as he accepted from woman, that we would not associate anything with Allāh, that we would not commit theft, that we would not commit adultery, that we would not kill our children, and that we would not lie concerning one another. And whoever keeps his pledge, his reward is with Allāh…”

After the pledge, Musē’ab Ibn ē’Umair was sent by the Prophet to Yathrib to teach the people there the doctrines of Islam, give them practical guidance and make attempts at spreading Islam. Musē’ab stayed in Yathrib carrying out his mission diligently and successfully until all the houses of al-Ansar had Muslims elements, men and women. So prepared was the ground, and so zealous the propagation that the Islam spread rapidly from house to house and from tribe to tribe. Obviously, the First ā’Aqabah Pledge and Musē’ab assignment as the first ‘ambassador’ in Islam had radically changed the environment of Yathrib to become the new fertile soil of Islam.
Gradual Change

The researcher has found that there is another pattern of change, which emphasizes on step-by-step change and seems gradually introduced due to the situation society need. It seems appropriate to look at the change in legalizing the prohibition of drinking wine within the Muslim society. Islam came into confrontation with alcohol via the grossly sensual life-style of the pre-Muslim Arabs. It was a status symbol; a symbol of courage and pleasure, linked with music and women was the epitome of civilization in pre-Muslim Arabia.

Because of the centrality of wine in the life-style of the Arabs, they could not accept Islam’s prohibition of wine, which according to them was the fountain of honour, virtue, bravery and generosity. To eradicate this pervasive evil from society, Islam adopted a wise course of education and training prohibiting it in measured stages.

Stage One: Educating people that the harm of drinking wine is greater than its benefits. “They ask thee concerning wine and gambling. Say: in them is great sin and some profit for people: But the sin is greater than the profit…” (2: 219)

Stage Two: Encouraging them not to go to prayer intoxicated. “Oh you who believe! Approach not prayers in a state of intoxication until you can understand all that you say…” (4: 43)

Stage Three: After understanding and practising the above, the total and decisive prohibition of wine was declared: “Oh you who believe! Truly intoxicants and gambling and
divination by arrows are an abomination, of Satan's doing: avoid it in order that you may be successful.” (5: 90)

Remaining Existing Arrangement

It is worth mentioning here that the Muslim concept of change does not intend to change every single thing, but it goes to preserve the existing arrangement when there is no need to introduce change. Apparently, the document of the Charter of Madinah maintained some of the old traditions followed by the Arabs before Islam.34 As stated in Section 3 and in those following it, the parties mentioned in the document, “according to their present custom, shall pay the blood wit within their number” and “shall pay the bloodwit they paid previously; every section shall redeem its prisoners with … kindness.”

El-ʿAwa states that the rise of the Muslim state, as these provisions show, did not bring about complete abolition of the social functions of the tribe, which were not all evil. Accordingly, Islam preserved some functions of the tribe that stood for cooperation in righteousness and commendable benevolence. He argues that this was the pattern of all Muslim legislation. “In situations involving Arab traditions, the laws preserved what was sound and abolished or modified that which was corrupt or in conflict with Islam’s fundamental principles.”35
A Discussion of Political Changes in Islamic Jerusalem

The researcher attempts to examine the changes happened in Islamic Jerusalem from 637 to 750 CE, which relates to political affairs. It will contain discussions about name and the geographical boundaries, sovereignty, and administration and political significance of Islamic Jerusalem.

Names and Geographical Boundaries of Islamic Jerusalem

The researcher argues that investigating the name and defining the geographical boundaries of Islamic Jerusalem after the first Muslim conquest is very significant to examine any change invented in that region. According to John Wilkinson, the Byzantine boundaries for this region can be traced to the reign of Hadrian, when he decided to forbid any Jew to reside in the city and its region, and for this purpose he established a district and name it Aelia around 135 CE. The exact decree stated: “It is forbidden to all circumcised person to enter and to stay within the territory of Aelia Capitolina. Any person contravening this prohibition shall be put to death.” Therefore, Wilkinson argues that the boundaries of Aelia included Gophna and its district to the north, Herodium and its district to the south and the area west of (Muslim) Jerusalem that was called ‘Oreine’, or ‘Hill Country’.

On the other hand, Muslim scholars such as Al-Maqdisi (d. 390 AH/ 1000 CE) has also mentioned specific estimates of the area of Islamic Jerusalem region after the first Muslim conquest. They have estimated that the boundaries extended to 40 miles. Simultaneously, they present a description, which
seems to be more precise than the description presented by other scholars about the topography of this region and its boundaries from the four directions. Al-Maqdisī describes about the whole region: “The limit of the Holy City (Islamicjerusalem) extends over the area around Jerusalem for forty miles, including the capital and dependent towns, twelve miles of the seashore, towns Zoar and Ma’āb, and five miles of desert. To the south it extends to beyond al-Kusayfa and the land parallel to this. To the north it reaches the limits of Nablus…”

A contemporary study by Khalīd El-ʿAwaisī has revealed that al-Maqdisī meant a forty miles diameter and not radius as the maximum distance from the centre was to Zoar, which calculated to be 82.8km, slightly less than the maximum value of 85.04km. Accordingly, the researcher is inclined to agree with Khalīd El-ʿAwaisī, who argues that the boundaries of Islamicjerusalem established by Al-Maqdisī are merely accurate as he is Islamicjerusalemite, who knew the area better than any other visitor from outside the region. Additionally, he was among the most prominent geographers of his time, as he has developed the science noticeably. Consequently, Khalīd El-ʿAwaisī derives that the extent of the boundaries of Islamicjerusalem will be as follows:

**North West**
- To **Ramlā** + 12 miles (25.512 km) into the sea = 76.87km [1 mile = 2.126 km]

**South East**
- **Zoar** lower basin of Dead Sea = 82.8km
• To Ma‘āb = 69.6 km + 5 miles (10.63 km) into the desert = 80.23Km

South

• Kuseifa = 57.6 km + the surrounding area

North

• Northern boundaries of Nablus, unknown
• Qaysariyya just over 80 km.

Therefore, the researcher will use the boundaries of Islamic Jerusalem as mentioned above in conducting this study. Although the administrative boundaries of the various districts in Historical Syria changed under each reign and the terminologies used for this region seems to have fluctuated through different eras, the extent of the boundaries of Islamic Jerusalem is not subject to change. Therefore, the researcher is inclined to conclude that Muslims simply endorsed the existing arrangements and did not attempt to change the existing boundaries of Aelia region during the first Muslim conquest.

With regard to the name of Islamic Jerusalem region, Al-Tel argues that Muslim historians did not pay any attention to distinguish between the different eras of the Byzantines and the Muslims and thus they fell into many contradictions because of their use of different terminologies such as Aelia, Bayt al-Maqdis, al-Quds and others.44

As mentioned earlier, the region’s name before Muslim conquest was Aelia. So, did Muslim intend to change that name? The researcher argues that Muslims did not change Aelia’s
name, even they never intended to change its name immediately after the conquest. Al-Tabarî quotes from Sayf ibn ʿUmar a version of ʿUmar’s Assurance, “This is the assurance of safety (Amān), which the servant of Allāh, ʿUmar, the Commander of the Faithful, has granted to the people of Aelia...” This assurance indicates that ʿUmar used the name, Aelia, to address the people of that region and did not change it with any other term. El-ʿAwaisī quotes Armstrong argument that it was a common practice performed by Rightly-Guided Caliphs as they simply endorse existing arrangements and not to go for huge changes.

From the above analysis, the researcher argues that the official name of Islamicjerusalem region after the first Muslim conquest till the Umayyad period was Aelia besides the name Bayt al-Maqdis, which commonly used among the Arabs to denote the significance of the region as ‘the Purest House’. Indeed, Muslims did not attempt to change its name immediately after the conquest, as there is no need to change the existing name, which seems more familiar and suitable to use within the community. Undoubtedly, this evidence affirms their commitment to the Muslim concept of change as the change in name could be classified under the gradual change pattern. El-ʿAwaisī has also come with a leading argument regarding the topic as he states that what prevented Muslims to do that change is their inclusive vision of Islamicjerusalem. In other words, Muslims initiate change in Islamicjerusalem, which suit their inclusive vision only.
Sovereignty

A discussion about sovereignty is also significant in analysing the political changes in Islamic Jerusalem. The researcher has found that Aminurraasyid Yatiban has come with a study focusing on the implementation of the Muslim concept of sovereignty in Islamic Jerusalem during the first Muslim conquest. Yatiban argues that the Muslim concept of sovereignty consists of two main divisions; sovereignty over the people and sovereignty over the land. Accordingly, the researcher attempts to analyse the changes happened according to the theoretical framework of Muslim concept of sovereignty as already developed.

In fact, the first Muslim conquest of Islamic Jerusalem witnessed significant changes regarding the implementation of Muslim concept of sovereignty, as the sovereignty hold by the Roman Emperor transferred to Muslim sovereignty, which developed on God’s supremacy. Allāh the sovereign is the primary law-giver while agents such as the Muslim state and the khalīfah enjoy marginal autonomy necessary to implement and enforce the laws of their sovereign.

Umar, was the sovereign of the Muslim state during that time. He was not only the head of the Muslim community but also the political leader of the state. As the leader of the state, Umar executed command over Muslims as well as non-Muslims citizen. He had sovereignty over all Muslims since he was the successor of the Prophet as mentioned in the Qur’ān: "O believers obey Allāh and obey the Messenger and those in authority among you…” (4:59) On the other hand, he ruled over
the non-Muslims by virtue of the pacts that were agreed by the authorities and the inhabitants of the conquered regions such as Syria and Iraq.⁵⁰ Hence, in Islamic Jerusalem, Umar’s Assurance of safety to the people of Aelia has affirmed Muslim sovereignty over its inhabitants.⁵¹

One could argue that; did the inhabitants of Islamic Jerusalem in need to be ruled under Muslim sovereignty? Why did Muslims strive to change existing sovereign and introduce the new concept of sovereignty? Fortunately, the researcher has found the answer in the text of Umar assurance itself, as there is a condition that the inhabitants of Aelia should expel Byzantines and robbers from the region. “The people of Aelia... must expel the Byzantines and the robbers.”⁵² El-Awaisī argues that the common reason, which driven Umar to put the Byzantines and robbers in the similar category is that they were all thieves since the Byzantines had occupied the land and appropriated its wealth, whereas the robbers had stolen people’s belongings.⁵³ Undoubtedly, the inhabitants of Aelia need a change, which is the implementation of new concept of sovereignty to keep away from Byzantine oppression and colonial rules towards developing a just society.

Indeed, Muslims’ attempt to make a change is justifiable as they strove to liberate them with clear aim and inclusive vision enhanced with strategic means. Apparently, in order to introduce this new vision, it would need the power, which is here the sovereignty over Islamic Jerusalem. Moreover, forcing out the Byzantines did not contradict with the inclusive Muslim
vision of Islamicjerusalem because the inclusiveness would not compromise with the oppressors and thieves even would go against that. The researcher is inclined to argue that establishing Muslim sovereignty is the priority in Islamicjerusalem on that situation since it will lead to reshaping the foundation of the future community. However, Muslims had shown that the change also needs to avoid any kind of brutality as mentioned in the assurance, “As for those who will leave, their lives and possessions shall be safeguarded until they reach their place of safety...”\(^5^4\) Apparently, justice, harmony and security are assured in inventing Muslim change.

Yatiban argues that the most important point regarding the implementation of Muslim concept of sovereignty over the Islamicjerusalem is the implication of its status. He argues that ‘Umar’s visit to the Islamicjerusalem peacefully, which followed by granting its inhabitants an assurance of safety had begun a significant moment in Islamicjerusalem, as it became a part of Muslim territory.\(^5^5\) Accordingly, he argues “the Muslim conquest of Islamicjerusalem has changed its status into Dār al-Islām, which has affirmed Muslim sovereignty over the whole territory that never becomes Dār al-Harb again.”\(^5^6\)

One could argue; what is further implication of this status? Was it really a change that assures better condition in Islamicjerusalem? Therefore, the researcher argues that the status of Muslim territory makes the sovereign and Muslims responsible to every single thing happens within the Islamicjerusalem region. They are responsible to the security, economic and development as well as social affairs whether it
relates to Muslims or non-Muslims citizen as well as to the visitors from outside the territory. Hence, ʿUmar has given a great emphasis to secure the conquered territories especially Islamicjerusalem by placing Alqamah Ibn Mujazziz as a military and administrative governor there.⁵⁷

Furthermore, the change of its status had proven the successful of the establishment of just society, which consisted of multi-religious and multicultural communities for the first time in history. Armstrong argues that, “The Muslims had established a system that enabled Jews, Christians and Muslims to live in Jerusalem together for the first time.”⁵⁸ Evidently, Muslims had secured others’ rights towards developing peace and harmony. For instance, the agreement between ʿUmar and Sophronius regarding the assurance of safety has affirmed Muslim’s emphasis on controlling aspect especially in dealing with non-Muslims. In addition, Muslim rulers also employed dhimmīs to fill administrative posts in several offices established in Islamicjerusalem.⁵⁹

Administration and Political Significance of Islamicjerusalem

Marwan Abū Khalāf argues that Islamicjerusalem has political as well as religious significance to Muslims.⁶⁰ On the other hand, Donner in his argument relating to the point of ʿUmar’s visit to Syria and his arrival in Aelia claims that, “In any case, it is hardly surprising that he (ʿUmar) should have shown an interest in Jerusalem.”⁶¹ Thus, the researcher attempts
to analyse both argument with regard to the changes in administration and the significance of Islamicjerusalem politically.

In fact, ʿUmar had made several changes after the first Muslim conquest of Islamicjerusalem. Al-Tel quotes from Sayf Ibn ʿUmar (d. 180 A.H/ 796 A.D), Khalīd Ibn Miʿdān (d. 103 or 108 AH/ 721 or 726 A.D) and ʿUbada Ibn Nusayy (d. 118 A.H/ 736 A.D) with regard to ʿUmar’s appointment of a special ruler for Islamicjerusalem when he arrived there. In addition to ʿUmar’s appointment of Alqamah Ibn Mujazziz as a military and administrative governor of Islamicjerusalem, there are other sources, which indicate that ʿUmar appointed another person with Alqamah, whose name was Salāmah Ibn Qaysar as an ʿImām (leader of prayer) in Islamicjerusalem. According to Abū Zirā al-Dimashqī, Ibn ʿAbd al-Barr and Ibn Hajar al-ʿAsqalānī, ʿUbadah Ibn al-Sāmit (d.34 AH) was appointed by ʿUmar as a judge and teacher in Islamicjerusalem. Al-Maqdisī, Ibn Manzūr, al-Hanbalī and al-Dhahabī also agreed with this statement and noticed that ʿUbadah was the first Muslim judge in Islamicjerusalem.

The researcher argues that the change initiated by ʿUmar by appointing those three figures for the post of military and administrative governor, leader of prayer, and judge along with teacher has a significant impact to the development of Islamicjerusalem. Implicitly, those three posts have major roles in assuring safety, human development and justice, which lead to peace and stability in the Islamicjerusalem region. In short, the researcher argues that changes in political affairs particularly
in administration of Islamicjersalem were initiated on reliable religious guidance, which emphasized on the effectiveness of management as well as dynamic human development. On the other hand, those appointments had also shown ۴Umar’s great concern for the Islamicjersalem region, thus, gave it distinctive status. Therefore, the researcher argues that this special attention has made Donner’s argument seems unjustifiable as ۴Umar also preserved those posts in Islamicjersalem during his next visit while he cancelled some appointments in other places such as al-Ramlā.⁶⁵

An Analysis of Social and Religious Changes in Islamicjersalem

Indeed, historical development of Islamicjersalem has a very closed link with religious matters, as it is a significant region for all three major religions, Islam, Christian and Judaism. Through ages, Islamicjersalem had experienced social and religious changes. Therefore, the researcher attempts to examine in this section social and religious changes in Islamicjersalem after the first Muslim conquest specifically during the four Rightly-guided Caliphs and Umayyad period. It focuses mainly on the communities’ relations, demographical aspects, and development of religious affairs.

Communities’ Relations in Islamicjersalem

Al-Tel claims that the first Muslim conquest of Islamicjersalem was accomplished during ۴Umar’s second visit
to Islamicjersalem. According to him, ʿUmar came to help the Muslims conquer the walled city, especially after being failed in several attempts. Finally, the inhabitants of the walled city came to a decision to surrender shortly after his arrival since they had no more hope of any reinforcement from outside.\(^\text{66}\)

Subsequently, the foundations of future relations among the inhabitants of Islamicjersalem were laid down in the form of what is known as *Al-ʿUhda al-ʿUmariyya* or ʿUmar’s Assurance of Safety to the people of Aelia.\(^\text{67}\)

According to El-ʿAwaisī, the arrival of ʿUmar in Islamicjersalem signaled the commencement of a new era during which, it became an open region. He argues that, “ʿUmar granted the people of Aelia an assurance of safety for themselves, their property, their churches and their religion.”\(^\text{68}\)

This assurance makes it understandable that the lives, properties and religion of the non-Muslim subjects would be protected from any kind of interfering or hindrance. Accordingly, the churches would not be destroyed, and no harm would be done to them, nor would any violation be made on the areas near the churches. Freedom of religion is assured by the condition that there would be no coercion on them in respect of their religions. Undoubtedly, the researcher argues that the great initiative taken by ʿUmar in developing the assurance marked a significant change, which influentially reshaped the future development of Islamicjersalem region socially, religiously and politically. One could argue, why this assurance was so special? Did the
inhabitants of Islamic Jerusalem really need immediate social changes after the conquest?

Undeniably, the researcher argues that ʿUmar Assurance was very significant and remarkable as for the first time in history of Islamic Jerusalem such assurance was introduced, which cancelled out the exclusive vision of the previous rulers. To analyse the need to introduce that significant change, the researcher is inclined to examine the social condition preceding the Muslim conquest. In fact, the population of Aelia dominated by Christians during that period. They were Arab and non-Arab, who originated from different places, with different languages, cultures, and civilizations. Although they followed similar religion, they were divided into various sects and groups. This situation had effected in instability within the religious life of them in Aelia. The disputes among the different sects of Christians became more obvious after the rise of the crisis over the nature of Christ as Monophysites disagreed with the Byzantine emperor. 

Māher Abū Munshar quotes Ranciman’s claim that the Byzantine-Christian emperors were very intolerant as they intended to use Christianity as a unifying force to bind all their subjects to the government. In short, the situation of the Christian communities in Aelia was full of conflict, clash and disagreement accompanied by maltreatment for those who did not follow the empire’s beliefs. Therefore, the researcher argues that the inhabitants of Aelia were extremely in need for change in order to solve the existing social relation problems.
and disputes even within the Christian communities themselves. Undoubtedly, its great importance had prompted ʿUmar to give the assurance, which clearly defines the rights and status of the inhabitants of Aelia regardless of their sects, groups, races and beliefs under the new Muslim rule and establishes the foundation of the way Muslims should treat them in Islamicjerusalem. As a result, Armstrong concludes that it was not surprising that Nestorian and Monophysite Christians welcomed the Muslims and found Islam preferable to Byzantium.⁷³

In addition, according to Gil, tenth-century Karaite commentators on several occasions note the dramatic impact of the Muslim conquest on Islamicjerusalem. For example, he quotes Daniel al-Qumisi’s writing towards the end of the ninth century, “Before his arrival (of the king of the Ishmaelites, who was victorious over the king of the Negev, the Byzantine emperor), they (the Jews) could not enter Jerusalem… Now that he has arrived, he has brought the Jews to Jerusalem and has provided them with a place, and many of them settled down there. Since then Jews from all over the worlds come to pray and study in Jerusalem.”⁷⁴

In addition, El-ʿAwaisī argues, “Muslims have made Islamicjerusalem an inclusive region, which opened to all traditions, backgrounds and cultures to live together in peace.”⁷⁵ Hence, the researcher agrees with him that this inclusive vision is the main vision of Islamicjerusalem.⁷⁶ Armstrong adds, ʿUmar was “faithful to the Muslim inclusive vision. Unlike the Jews and Christians, Muslims did not attempt to exclude others from
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Jerusalem's holiness”77 and instead of excluding these religions in Jerusalem, “Muslims were being taught to venerate them.”78 Here, the researcher tends to conclude that the establishment of this inclusive vision denotes the most remarkable change, which influentially affected the entire social changes in Islamic Jerusalem after the first Muslim conquest.

Demographical Changes

The Muslim conquest of Islamic Jerusalem had ended the exclusive Byzantine-Christians hold on the region. For centuries, the government had scrupulously prevented the permanent residence of Jews in Islamic Jerusalem, yet one of the most salient results of the Muslim conquest was the settling of Muslims and Jews in the region. Unfortunately, it seems difficult to determine precisely what were the proportions of the three religious communities in the inhabitants of Islamic Jerusalem during that period as there is no available statistical data, which would enable the researcher evaluate roughly the size of the population. However, the researcher is attracted to examine the demographical aspects of Islamic Jerusalem as Armstrong argues that Christians remained in majority in Islamic Jerusalem, while Muslims remained in minority until the Crusaders period.79 Therefore, the researcher attempts to examine some historical facts, which seems useful in discussing this matter.

Before the rise of Christianity, several Arab tribes in addition to the Byzantines inhabited Aelia. According to Irfan
Shahīd, among those tribes were branches from Ghassān, who were the first to reside in Palestina Prima in addition to their being the majority population in Palestina Secunda in the fifth and sixth centuries CE. Among other Arab tribes who resided in Aelia was the Āmila tribe who lived by the west of the Dead Sea, branches from Lakhm, Judhām and Kinānah who inhabited Asqalān and branches from the Kinda tribe who resided in the south west of the Jordan river, al-Arabāt valley, and al-JaIl. Most of the Arabs of the Aelia region converted to Christianity after the efforts of Emperor Constantine who ruled between 288-327 CE. He patronised the religion throughout the empire, which led to it being made the official state religion. In short, most of the inhabitants of Aelia before the Muslim conquest were Christian Arabs and non-Arabs.

Subsequently, the researcher intends to investigate Muslims population after the conquest as Muslims regarded as the ‘new’ settlers, who came to live in Islamic Jerusalem. In fact, Muslim historians such as Ibn Sa’d, al-Dhahabī, Ibn al-Athīr and al-Maqdisī have recorded quite a number of well-known Muslim figures living in Islamic Jerusalem immediately after the conquest, or who came to settle there in succeeding generations, in the days of Umayyad caliphs.

According to Ibn Sa’d, among the Muslims who lived in Islamic Jerusalem during ʿUmar’s time was Uways Ibn ʿĀmir al-Qarnī. He was from Banu Madhij, a Yemeni tribe, who is described as one of the first righteous souls of Islam. Ibn Sa’d also mentions that Abū Yaʿla Shaddad Ibn Aws had settled in Islamic Jerusalem. The Prophet Muhammad stated to him that
“Al-Shām will be conquered, and Jerusalem will be conquered, and you and your sons will be Imāms there, if God wills” 85 He died at the age of ninety-five in Islamic Jerusalem in the year 58 AH/678 CE, towards the end of Mu‘awiyyah’s reign. 86 Significantly, El-ʿAwaisī notes about Abū Ruqiyyyah Tamīm al- Darī, an Arab of the Banū Lakhm, who joined the Prophet and became his follower during the latter’s stay in Madīnah. Solid evidence, including information attributed to the Prophet himself indicates that land in Hebron was the first Muslim charitable endowment in Islamic Jerusalem, and indeed the first charitable endowment in Islam. 87 The Prophet endowed it to the companion Tamīm Ibn Aws al-Darī, his brothers and successors until the Day of Judgement. Tamīm was the first inhabitant of Islamic Jerusalem to be converted to Islam. 88 The endowment consists of Land of Hebron or Bayt Ibrāhīm, Qaryah Bayt Ainun, after Hebron, Mazrāʾah (qaryah) al-Martūn, known as al-Rihiyyah, after Hebron and shops in Hebron market, known as the endowment of Tamīm at Bayt Ibrāhīm. When Islamic Jerusalem was conquered, it is told, ʿUmar fulfilled the Prophet’s promise and gave those areas to Tamīm al-Darī. 89

According to the above reports, the researcher argues that Muslim new settlers in Islamic Jerusalem came to the region from various locations of Muslim territories, from Yemen in the south to Khurasān in the north. As mentioned earlier, they were well-known figures due to their knowledge, piety as well as their position within the local tribes. Hence, the researcher argues that they might also came with their family and the followers to
settle in Islamic Jerusalem, which indicates a significant increase of Muslim inhabitants of Islamic Jerusalem day by day after the Muslim conquest.

Accordingly, the researcher takes into consideration Grabar’s and Armstrong’s argument based on Arculf’s report, as they estimate that Muslim worshippers in al-Aqsa Mosque in Islamic Jerusalem during the reign of Mu`awiyah might number up to 3,000 people. Arculf describes al-Aqsa Mosque as “a simple oblong building in the Haram area, mostly in wood, which could accommodate 3,000 people.” In addition, Dūrī also argues from this figure that the Muslims of Islamic Jerusalem probably numbered two or three times this figure. Thus, he concludes that it would be generally accepted that the greater part of the indigenous population of Palestine and Islamic Jerusalem in particular was becoming Muslims in the early Muslim period.

However, the researcher argues that Grabar, Armstrong and Dūrī’s estimations seem limited only to the Muslim population of the walled city. Since Islamic Jerusalem is a wider region rather than a city, the researcher argues that Muslims possibly numbered more than their estimations. With regard to the Muslim settlements in other localities within Islamic Jerusalem region, the researcher has found that most of the settlements in the coastal cities such as Ramla, Caesarea, Jaffa and Ascalon were built as garrisons for military purpose. Considering that the total 24,000 Muslims soldiers to historical Syria might be stationed after the completion of the conquest in 12 coastal cities along the Syrian Ajnad, which include Ramla,
Caesarea, Jaffa and Ascalon as mentioned by Salibi. Those cities within Islamic Jerusalem region would have at least 2,000 Muslims each or even more. The similar number could be estimated in Hebron, which was well-known with the first Muslim charitable endowment in Islamic Jerusalem and Lydda (Lod), which was an early administrative centre. Therefore, the researcher is inclined to estimate that Muslims might possibly range between 20,000 and 30,000 during that time.

Amnon Linder argues that there may have been periods of demographic increases in the number during the time of intense construction under the Umayyad rule. However, it was true also for the Christians in Islamic Jerusalem, yet they were a fairly significant part of the total population. In fact, the Christian community in Islamic Jerusalem was heterogeneous. It consisted of various sub-communities, affiliated with churches and sects such as Nestorians, Jacobites and Gregorians, which grew out of the body of the Imperial Byzantine Church in the course of the theological turmoil that disconcerted it since the fourth century. The distinctly orthodox nature of the Greek Orthodox community in Islamic Jerusalem remained unchanged even after the Muslim conquest, when it could no longer count on the support of the secular authorities.

Gil reveals information found in the list of Christian holy places De casis Dei, according to which the Islamic Jerusalem Patriarch pays the Muslims 580 dinars annually. This was apparently the global sum imposed on the Christians in Islamic Jerusalem, and was possibly statutory since the time of
the conquest. Accordingly, he argues that at the time of the
conquest there were 580 Christian families living in
Islamic Jerusalem\textsuperscript{100}. T.W. Arnold argues that during the Muslim
conquest there were approximately 15,000 Christians under
Islamic Jerusalem patriarchate.\textsuperscript{101} On the other hand, al-Ya\\textsuperscript{c}q\\textsuperscript{u}b\\textsuperscript{r} mentions that in 670 CE, the total income from non-Muslim of
\textit{Jund Filastin kharaj} taxes was approximately 450,000 dinars.\textsuperscript{102}
Implicitly, there were large numbers of non-Muslims including
Christians and Jews, who paid income taxes from their land to
Muslim rulers.

The researcher argues that Gil and Arnold’s estimation
refer only to the number of Greek-Orthodox Christians under
Islamic Jerusalem patriarchate in the walled city. With the
existence of other sects of Christians besides the Greek-
Orthodox such as Nestorians, Jacobites and Coptics, who settled
in the walled city, the number might increase to 20,000
people.\textsuperscript{103}

Since the above estimation focuses only on the
population of the walled city, the researcher takes into
consideration the facts that there were also other Christian
localities in Islamic Jerusalem region with significant numbers of
population such as Bethlehem, Bethany, Bethel, Jaffa, Nazareth,
Ascalon, Jericho, Nablus, Caesarea, and Hebron to get the
estimation of the population of the whole region.\textsuperscript{104} Although,
the number of the Christians in each of those localities might not
be larger than the Christians in the walled city, their number
might possibly merely similar or at least half of the Christian
people in that city. Therefore, the researcher argues that the
number of the Christians in Islamic Jerusalem region might possibly range between 120,000 and 240,000 people during that period. If both estimation of Muslim and Christian inhabitants of Islamic Jerusalem are added up, the maximum number will be 270,000 people. Indeed, it corroborates with Michael Avi-Yonah’s estimation of total population of Palestina Prima before the Muslim conquest, which was approximately 250,000 and Linder’s argument that the total population of Islamic Jerusalem might be increased during Umayyad rule after being decreased during the conquest.

Another new settlers in Islamic Jerusalem were Jews. According to Gil, a section of the Jewish chronicle, which was written sometime during the eleventh century, notes that, when they spoke with ʿUmar about the possibility of a renewed Jewish community in Islamic Jerusalem, the Jews asked for permission to settle in the southern part of the walled city, near the Pool of Siloam. On receiving ʿUmar’s consent, the Jews proceeded to build there, using construction materials that were readily available and that had previously been used in the old, now ruined structures. It was reported that the number of families at first permitted to settle in Islamic Jerusalem after the conquest was seventy. According to this source, the area in which the Jews took up residence is the site of the Jewish marketplace “to this very day.” The Jewish quarter was still located in the southern part of Islamic Jerusalem towards the end of the early Muslim period, a point that is supported in a Geniza letter.
Based on the above analysis, the researcher tends to conclude that the Christians were remaining majority in Islamic Jerusalem after the Muslim conquest until the end of Umayyad period (750 CE). Hence, the researcher argues that it is significant to note here that Muslims did not intend to change the demographical visage of Islamic Jerusalem immediately after the conquest by using politics of settlement – encouraging Muslims to settle in and pressuring indigenous people to go out. Even, the increase of Muslim numbers in Islamic Jerusalem happened naturally and gradually without any specific government policy or particular planning besides allowing others to settle in the region as well.

The researcher argues that the pattern of demographical changes in Islamic Jerusalem developed as routine change. This kind of change had affirmed the uniqueness of the Muslim concept of Tadāfu' or counterbalance, which inspired as means of adjusting positions using movement instead of conflict: “Counterbalance the evil deed with one which is better” (41:34). El-¢Awaisî argues that this conflict-free method is what Muslim teachings see as a means of maintaining a non-Muslim existence in this life. In short, Tadāfu' is given a great emphasis by Muslims towards preserving a plurality of religious communities or the plurality of religions.

**Changes in Religious Activities**

In Islam, religious activities are not confined to specified prayers and litanies, which are to be performed on particular occasions. Rather, Islam considers every virtuous action, which
has been sincerely performed, and with the view to carry out the commandments of God and in order to seek His Pleasure, an act of worship for which man will be rewarded. Therefore, the researcher includes development of religious institutions, intellectual activities and performing rituals in the discussion of religious changes.

**Development of Religious Institution**

The two most important changes and impressive constructions in Islamic Jerusalem after the Muslim conquest were certainly al-Aqsa Mosque (al-Masjid al-Aqsa) and its Dome of the Rock (*Qubbat al-Sakhrah*). However, Amikam Elad argues that the history of al-Aqsa Mosque, particularly on the early stages of its construction, is ambiguous. Therefore, the researcher attempts to analyse the historical facts relating to the reconstruction of al-Aqsa Mosque.

The researcher has found that ʿUmar had chosen the location of the al-Aqsa Mosque, commemorating of the place to which Prophet Muhammad translocated. Interestingly, it location was the area of the present al-Aqsa enclave, which is on the eastern edge of the walled city. It seems distinguished as usually Muslims used to establish their mosque in the middle of the conquered cities such as in Damascus.

Al-Ratrout argues that the selection of the area, which Muslims believe it (al-Aqsa Mosque) was already exists in, to reconstruct a building had shown ʿUmar’s adherence to his assurance of safety. Although, it was not in the centre of
Islamic jerusalem, Muslims did not intend to convert the church of the Holy Sepulchre into a mosque or even of taking over part of the church or of its area for benefit of a mosque. On the other hand, K. A. C. Creswell argues that “none of the earlier Muslim writers, such as al-Baladhūrī (d. 279 AH/892 AD) or al-Tabarī (d. 310 AH/922 AD) mention the construction of a mosque” at the time of ʿUmar. However, his claim seems unjustifiable as Al-Ratrout argues that he has found an important source of al-Wāqidī (207 AH/822 AD), which was ignored by Creswell in his study. Significantly, it is much earlier than the two early sources presented by Creswell. Al-Wāqidī mentions ʿUmar entered Jerusalem on Monday and stayed until Friday. He “khatta” demarcated the Mosque where he came and prayed with his companions the Friday prayer at that place. Al-Ratrout adds that the word delineation “Ikhtatta” as used in the Muslim sources is always accompanied by structural activity according to J. Akbar; irrespective of how the building might look and what its construction materials might be. This reference clearly indicates construction activity.

There is possibly remain a question; what is the significance of reconstructing al-Aqsā Mosque immediately after the conquest? What kind of change that ʿUmar intended to do? Here, the researcher argues that ʿUmar’s great concern for religious change by reconstructing al-Aqsā Mosque has affirmed its centrality in the Muslims’ mind as well as its centrality of the blessed land, Islamic jerusalem region in particular and of the world as a whole. In short, ʿUmar’s initiative did restate the
special status and great significance of al-Aqsā Mosque and its surrounding area of Islamic Jerusalem.

Moreover, the researcher argues that the construction of mosque regarded as among the most important agenda in introducing change as it played very influential role in developing the society. In fact, for Muslims, a mosque is not only a religious symbol, but it is also an educational institution, cultural centre, administrative venue as well as community hub.

Umar seems a visionary personality, who endeavoured to inculcate religious consciousness within the community especially Muslims, as the strong basis for further development of Islamic Jerusalem. Hence, the researcher argues that religious change for Muslims is properly planned to maintain the peace and harmony with strong emphasis on human development as well as on the material side.

Subsequently, the researcher attempts to examine the change with regard to the construction of the Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-Sakhra). As soon as ābād al-Mālik became caliph, he planned the construction of the Dome of the Rock. Elad states that his first act was to expand the boundaries of the Mosque within the enclave, which in the year 685 CE did not include the rock upon which the Dome of the Rock was to be erected. He may have referred to Saíd al-Bitriq who says: “ābād al-Mālik added to the area of the Mosque so that the rock was included in this area.” This tradition was copied by al-Maqrizī with a significant modification in the wording: “He included the rock in the Haram,” and by Ibn Khaldūn, who also
included the same modification. However, the researcher argues that Elad’s statement is questionable as al-Ratrout mentions that undoubtedly, ʿUmar had acknowledged the entire area of the enclave as a mosque. He quotes an example from al-Wāqidī that “ʿUmar first prayed with his companions at the Sacred Rock where today Qubbat al-Sakhrah (the Dome of the Rock) is located; and on another occasion he prayed at the front of the site.”

Since there were no Jews in IslamicJerusalem at the time of the Muslim conquest of the region, there could not then have been a synagogue in IslamicJerusalem. However, Gil argues that, “In accordance with Muslim religious law, the Jews were not allowed to have a synagogue in Jerusalem… forbade the construction of a new synagogue.” The researcher has found that his argument is unjustifiable since Muslim Shariʿah does not mention about the prohibition of building other religious places, including churches and synagogues. Even al-Ratrout also affirms that there is no construction of a new synagogue during the Muslim conquest till the end of Umayyad period. The researcher argues that no synagogue was built during that period because the number of Jews was very few as they just migrated to IslamicJerusalem. Moreover, ʿUmar assurance itself clearly stated non-Muslim inhabitants’ rights to perform their religious duties and secure their religious places.

Religious Rituals and Intellectual Activities

The Muslim conquest of IslamicJerusalem has witnessed a change in religious policy. Obviously, Muslims showed their
respect to others to secure freedom of religion for the inhabitants of Islamic Jerusalem irrespective their numbers, races or colours. This kind of policy has affirmed the continuation of pilgrimage to that holy place. Bishop Arculf states that the pilgrims had continued to come to Islamic Jerusalem especially from the western world.\textsuperscript{124} Le Strange elaborated that: “The Christians and the Jews come up to Jerusalem in great numbers, in order to make their visitation of the Church of the Resurrection and the synagogue that is there.”\textsuperscript{125}

Furthermore, the Jews were also permitted to move their religious council legislative body from Tiberia to Islamic Jerusalem during that period.\textsuperscript{126} Apparently, Muslims had introduced change with regard to the religious matters as they welcomed others to visit and do the pilgrimage in Islamic Jerusalem safely. Thus, the researcher is inclined to argue that Muslim concept of change will never exclude any religious community, but dynamically inspired to encourage an inclusive vision towards fostering peace and harmony.

Ranciman discusses how upon the Muslim conquest of Islamic Jerusalem, Christians alongside the Jews became dhimmīs; they were allowed freedom of religion and worship in return for their paying jīzyah. He adds that each sect was treated as a ‘semi-autonomous community’ within the city, each under its religious leader who was responsible for its good behaviour to the Caliph’s government. Armstrong argues that the Muslims had introduced a policy, which included Jews, Christian and Muslims to live in Islamic Jerusalem together in peace and
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harmony. She adds that this was due to the inclusive vision, which successfully developed by the Muslims in Islamic jerusalem, a vision that appreciates the presence and devotion of others but respects the rights of others and celebrates plurality and coexistence.127

Ritual worships in Islamic jerusalem in the early Muslim period were mainly concentrated on the Al-Aqsa enclave. There are a number of early testimonies of these rituals, and they certainly confirm the trend developed and encouraged by the first Umayyad caliphs. Many of these rituals were performed in and around the Dome of the Rock.128

From the beginning of the Muslim period after the conquest, a significant number of the Prophet’s companions came to Islamic jerusalem to visit and pray in its holy places. In addition, some Muslim pilgrims came to Islamic jerusalem before the season of the hajj in order to sanctify and prepare themselves for the hajj or the umrah in Makkah. This sanctification ceremony was called ihrām (meaning that the person sanctifying himself, the muhrim, announced out loud his intention and readiness to enter into a state of ihrām). Early traditions, which can be dated back to at least the first quarter of the second century AH, extol the sanctification of the hajj or the umrah, from Islamic jerusalem. There is information on a number of prominent Muslim scholars who went up to Islamic jerusalem to perform the ihrām there before the hajj, namely ʿAbdullāh Ibn ʿUmar (d. 73 or 74 AH/692-694 CE), ʿAbdullāh Ibn al-ʿAbbās (d. 68 AH/678 CE), Mahmūd Ibn al-Rabīʿ, Abū Nuʿaym (d. 99 AH/717 CE)129
Muslims in Islamic Jerusalem after the conquest till the end of Umayyad period did also actively engage with various religious activities such as Muslim teaching and religious visit besides the daily rituals. This is due to the fact that since ʿUmar’s time, he had shown his strong emphasis to inculcate intellectual environment of Islamic Jerusalem by appointing ʿUbādah Ibn al-Sāmit as a teacher besides having responsibility as a judge. Furthermore, numbers of followers (Tābiʿīn), theologians and ascetics also moved to Islamic Jerusalem. Some of these left their countries of origin, to live near al-Aqṣā Mosque. Among the followers who settled in Islamic Jerusalem were Ibrāhīm Ibn Muḥammad Ibn Sirj al-Ḥiyābī, Rūh Ibn Zanbaʿ al-Ḥuṣaynī, ʿAbdullāh Ibn Muḥayriz, Jābihr Ibn ʿAbd al-Rahmān, Umm al-Dardā’ the Younger: Hujaymah Bint Huyay (Abū al-Dardā’’s second wife), Ṣāḥib lbn Haywa, and Ibrāhīm Ibn Adham. Among those who died there are ʿUbādah Ibn Nusayn Kindī (who died in Tiberias), al-Ḥasan Ibn Waqīʿ (who died in al-Ramla), Thawr Ibn Yazīd al-Kaylaʿī (who died in Islamic Jerusalem), and Adam Ibn Iyās (who died in Ascalon).

Undoubtedly, the researcher argues that the first Muslim conquest of Islamic Jerusalem has gradually changed the role of the region to become a centre of knowledge and intellectual activities. Although, the development of Muslim teachings in Islamic Jerusalem seems increased, Muslims never thought to stop any activity of other faiths or even intervene in others’ religious affairs. In short, the first Muslim conquest was followed by introducing change in religious policy, which
attempted to express the importance of freedom of expression and religion.

**Conclusion**

This study has arrived at some significant conclusions. It reveals that Muslims in Islamicjerusalem had successfully applied the Muslim concept of change in that region since the first Muslim conquest till the end of Umayyad period. Muslims’ profound understanding and strong commitment to apply that distinctive concept obviously shown by the diversification of the pattern of changes in Islamicjerusalem, which employed due to the needs, time factor and suitability. Interestingly, all kind of changes initiated by Muslims in Islamicjerusalem were beneficially projected for all the inhabitants of the region regardless of their religions, colours and races. This fact has affirmed the progressive vision of the Muslim concept of change.

Furthermore, the study finds that Islamicjerusalem seems crucial important and pretty worth to be analysed regarding the implementation of the Muslim concept of change. This is due to the fact, which also proven by this study that the non-Muslims were remaining majority in Islamicjerusalem region during that vital period. Hence, the researcher argues that Islamicjerusalem region could be the best model in representing the implementation of the Muslim concept of change within the multi-religious and multi-cultural communities, where Muslims only formed the minority. Apparently, besides the Muslim concept of change concern on plurality and diversity, it also
emphasizes on determining others’ rights, responsibilities, treatment, tolerance and means of co-existence. Thus, the researcher concludes that Muslims attitudes towards introducing changes in Islamic Jerusalem are well-developed in line with Muslim’s vision of Islamic Jerusalem, which promotes inclusive vision towards establishing peace and stability in that region.

The study also reveals that Islamic Jerusalem has witnessed Muslims’ efforts to introduce changes in major aspects of human life, namely, political, social and religious affairs. Significantly, those kinds of changes were implemented hand in hand with balanced emphasis among each other. Although the researcher did not explore changes in other aspects of human life such as economic and intellectual affairs of Islamic Jerusalem region, it seems justifiable to conclude that Islam has inspired its followers with comprehensive concept of change, which all-encompasses every single aspect of life.

The study finds that Muslims were very keen to initiate changes in Islamic Jerusalem. However, they seem very patient, attentive and strategic in dealing with the needs and attitudes of the people of Islamic Jerusalem. Therefore, the researcher concludes that this kind of approach performed by Muslims has affirmed its vulnerable condition, which might cause negative impacts to that region and other parts of the world in general, if any incorrect step is being taken. Evidently, the situation in Islamic Jerusalem could become the yardstick of the peace and stability in the world. Thus, the researcher agrees with El-Awaisi’s argument that Islamic Jerusalem region acts as centre
of peace and for conflict in the world. “If there is peace in that region, there will be peace and stability around the whole globe.”

This study also notices that there is no resistance from the inhabitants of Islamic Jerusalem region against the changes, which introduced by Muslims during that period. Although, Al-Tel states that most of the inhabitants of Islamic Jerusalem, particularly the Christians were going against the Muslim conquerors during the conquest, he also notes that they had changed their attitudes towards Muslims after the Byzantines being defeated and significantly after the arrival of ʿUmar to the region granting the people of Aelia the assurance of safety (amment).

The researcher has found that no resistance or rebellion from Islamic Jerusalemites indicates that they were satisfying with the implementation of the Muslim concept of change, which aims to instil rahmah (mercy) for all nations. “We sent thee not, but as a Mercy for all nations.” (21:107). Undoubtedly, this fact corroborates with the status of Islamic Jerusalem region as al-Ard al-Mubārakah (blessed land) for all nations regardless of their faiths, races and colours. “The land which We have Barakah for all nations.” (21:71)
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